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Summary: 
 
A number of algebraic concepts are illuminated in this masterfully told medieval tale featuring Al 
and Gebra, two teenage superheros who make algebra understandable and fun. The king gives Al 
and Gebra an important task to complete for him: they are to venture to all of the fourteen 
kingdoms to solve their unique problems. They must find an answer for each of the problems and 
bring them back to the king within a specified amount of time. 
 
During their adventure, Al and Gebra develop strategies to solve the problems and, in the process, 
discover algebraic concepts. They also meet some fun and entertaining characters along the way! 
Algebraic skills and concepts illustrated in The Journey of Al and Gebra to the Land of Algebra 
include: 
 
• Algebra, subtraction, multiplication and division of positive and negative numbers 
• Properties 
• Exponents 
• Grouping symbols and the order of operations 
• Graphs 
• Linear equations 
 
The Journey of Al and Gebra to the Land of Algebra is a practical and easy-to-use resource for 
anyone wishing to prepare for algebra, from years three and four into secondary school. Bethanie 
Tucker worked alongside students from an alternative school in Virginia in developing the engaging 
story of Al and Gebra. 
 
Supporting Resources:  
 

� Mental Models for English, Years P–6 (AHA0673) 
� Mental Models for English, Years 6–12 (AHA0680) 
� Mental Models for Social Studies/History, Years 6–12 (AHA6453) 
� Mental Models for Maths, Years 6–12 (AHA8907) 


